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After evaluating my design on the previous page and looking at models I 

have realised that I haven’t improved on the weak points from my first 

initial concept of the design. After making my model, I realised that the 

thin curved rod outward would be too thin and not strong enough to 

support the guitar when rested on the users lap. 

I looked at ways of making this joint stronger. I tried this curve design by 

sticking pieces of plywood together before making a curved jig. I then 

fitted the piece of plywood between the jig and clamped them together 

using a g clamp. Using steam would give best results as this would make 

the wood more durable so it would bend with fracturing. After seeing my 

final result I found that the curve was very strong and I think this would be 

able to support my design. One problem I had with it was the aesthetics; I 

don’t think the curve is entirely smooth and this process would only enable 

me to use thin strips and I think my design would be more pleasing if I had 

thicker pieces for the rod. 

 

 

 

Even though this didn’t pay off it gave me another idea about what 

materials should use. For the bending process I had to stick different 

materials together, this gave me the idea to do the same for my body; I 

modelled this using mahogany and pine, as these are both contrasting 

woods.  

 

 

 

 

I purposely chose to use different thicknesses of woods as I think it will 

more effective having the design in a random order. I didn’t want it to look 

machine manufactured and in a patterned order as I think would take way 

the charm from this technique of striping the guitar. This would also give a 

personal touch to the user as their pattern on their guitar would be 

different to other ones. I then used the bansaw to cut into the block of 

wood at angle to see how this would vary the pattern on my design. As 

you can see from the picture above that this brings out the grain further 

which I think looks very pleasing. I then sanded and varnish the design; 

this brought the grain from the pine pieces even further which gained 

another contrast to the mahogany. I think that this gave the block a richer 

and warmer feel to it, compared to the unfinished piece. 

As I have mentioned before, I am keen on using both wood and 

plastic onto my design. After testing this out I have realised 

that this could look tacky and bring the overall aesthetics down. 

 

 

 

 

I think the picture above shows that the two contrasts do not 

complement each other, the clash of the two materials is too 

sudden and I think would put people off buying it. Plastics are 

often seen as low costing materials and I wouldn’t want that 

stereotype to be portrayed onto my design. 

I decided to draw out a 

template of my design 

using card. My main 

problem was still the joining 

piece of the rod as it was 

very flimsy compared to the 

rest of the guitar. Another 

feature I noticed was that I 

had curved and sharp 

edges on my design which 

I don’t think worked as It 

didn’t make the design flow 

as I had originally planned. 

Using Coral Draw I was able to address both my strength and 

curvature problems; each share edge was curved with the same 

angled curved so the design would flow better. I then made the 

rod thicker and sleeker; this made the join with the core stronger 

which make my design more durable. I then transferred this onto 

the laser cutter where it was cut onto acrylic. 

This model shows how 

much stronger the join 

will be and I think the 

design flows a lot more 

making it more 

aesthetically pleasing. I 

decided to change to 

orientation of the design 

so the rod would be less 

likely to catch on an 

object. Another reason I 

did this  

was that when the guitarist strums the guitar they make an outwards 

motion with their right arm. The curve on my design follows the same 

path which I think will look effective when the guitarist is playing. 

The diagram to the right shows the similar 

path of motion that the arm would take 

when strumming the guitar. I would change 

the orientation again for a left handed guitar 

for the same effect. 

I used Styrofoam to make a physical model of my design. This 

helped me get a physical representation of my design. I was pretty 

happy with how it came out. One problem i had was the thickness 

of the guitar. I thought that it may be too thin to hold the electrical 

components and keep the neck secure. In my next model I will 

keep the same design but make it thicker so this problem can be 

overcome. 

Using sandpaper, I curved all the edges of the guitar to give it a 

sleeker look. This will also make the design safer as the user 

won’t damage themselves of the sharp edges of the design. 

Conclusion 

This page has improved my design dramatically 

as i have addressed key problems in my design 

and have been able to come up with real 

solutions. I still feel that end on the rod may be 

quite weak as now it is the thinnest piece on 

my guitar. In my next modelling pages I will 

look at a solution to this but still try and keep 

the aesthetics as curved as possible as i think 

this a key part of my design. 


